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Summary. — Precision measurements are needed in order to properly disentangle
Standard Model (SM) contributions from possible New Physics (NP) effects, that
could greatly affect CP observables. This document reviews the latest results from
LHCb concerning CP violation using Run-1 data, for the decays B0

s → J/ψK+K−,
B0

s → (K+π−)(K−π+) and B0
s → φφ. The measurements presented for the first

two channels are the world’s best results obtained up to date. All the discussed
results constitute a considerable improvement with respect to previous ones. The
corresponding uncertainties on the measurements are expected to the decrease with
updates using Run-2 data.

1. – Introduction

The Standard Model (SM) of particle physics fails to explain many experimental ob-
servations, such as the amount of matter-antimatter asymmetry observed in the Universe.
The existence of new phenomena beyond those predicted by the SM, hereafter referred to
as New Physics (NP), could introduce sizeable effects in CP -violating observables, thus
explaining the aforementioned asymmetry. In the SM, CP violation originates from a
single phase in the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa (CKM) quark-mixing matrix [1]. There
are 3 different kinds of CP violation for neutral mesons, e.g., B0

s and B̄0
s :

1) Direct CP violation: originated by a difference in the amplitudes associated to the
direct decay of the B0

s and B̄0
s mesons into the same final state

2) CP violation in the B0
s -B̄0

s oscillation, that arises when the oscillation from B0
s to

B̄0
s is different from the oscillation from B̄0

s to B0
s

3) CP violation in the interference between the amplitudes associated to the direct
decay of a B0

s meson into a CP -eigenstate final state and those associated to the
decay after B0

s -B̄0
s oscillation
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This last type of CP violation is characterized by the CP -violating phase, φs, defined as

(1) φf
s = −arg(λf ), λf = ηf

q

p

Āf

Af
,

where f is the final state, ηf is 1 (−1) for CP -even (CP -odd) states, | qp | determines the
amount of CP violation in mixing, and Af (Āf ) is the amplitude of the B0

s (B̄0
s ) meson

decaying into a given final state, f .
Precision measurements of this phase are needed in order to properly disentagle SM

and NP contributions. In this document, the latest results from the LHCb Collaboration
on φf

s are reviewed in the B0
s → J/ψK+K−, B0

s → (K+π−)(K−π+) and B0
s → φφ

channels. All of them are performed using Run-1 data, collected during the years 2011
and 2012 with a centre-of-mass energy of 7 and 8 TeV, respectively, corresponding to a
total integrated luminosity of 3.1 fb−1.

The LHCb experiment [2,3] is one of the four largest experiments located at the LHC.
Although converted into a general-purpose forward detector, it was initially designed to
study the decays of hadrons containing b or c quarks. For time-dependent studies, such
as the ones presented in this document, the ability of properly identifying the initial
flavour of the meson (known as flavour tagging) is fundamental. To this end, two flavour
tagging algorithms are used: the opposite-side (OS) taggers and the same-side kaon (SSK)
taggers, which exploit specific features of the incoherent production of bb̄ quark pairs in
pp collisions. Each tagging algorithm gives a tag decision and a mistag probability, the
fraction of events with the wrong tag decision, η ∈ [0, 0.5]. The tag decision takes values
+1, 1, or 0, if the signal meson is tagged as B0

s , B̄0
s or untagged, respectively. The

fraction of events in the sample with a nonzero tagging decision gives the efficiency of
the tagger, ε. The mistag probability is then calibrated to obtain the corrected per-event
mistag probability, ω. This is used to determine the dilution factor, D = (1 − 2ω), that
rescales the efficiency of the tagger to quantify the fraction of the sample equivalent to
perfectly tagged events. This effective efficiency is called tagging power, given by the
product of the efficiency and the square dilution, εD2.

2. – B0
s → J/ψK+K−

This decay proceeds predominantly by a tree-level b → cc̄s transition, with a
CP -violating phase (φs) that is very precisely predicted in the SM. Ignoring sub-leading
(penguin) contributions, this phase can be related to the elements of the CKM quark-
mixing matrix, Vij , such that φs ≈ −2βs, where βs = arg [−VtsV ∗

tb

VcsV ∗
cb

], leading to the

expected value of φSM
s = −0.0364± 0.0016 rad [4]. The small uncertainty of this predic-

tion, together with the great enhancement that can come from several NP models [5,6],
makes this channel a golden mode. Apart from LHCb, it has also been measured by
CDF [7], D0 [8], ATLAS [9] and CMS [10] .

The analysis performed by LHCb [11] entails the measurement of 9 main observables:
a direct CP -violating parameter (|λ|), decay width and decay width difference between
the two B0

s mass eigenstates, B0
s(H) and B0

s(L) (Γs, ΔΓs), two polarization amplitudes
(|A⊥|2, |A0|2), two strong-phases (δ‖, δ⊥), φs and the mass difference between the mass
eigenstates, Δms. The direct CP -violating parameter is considered to be common to all
polarization states (three polarizations of the φ and an S-wave) in the baseline fit. Checks
with different λi, where i denotes the polarization state, were carried out, and found to be
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Fig. 1. – m(K+K−) spectrum for the B0
s → J/ψK+K− analysis, in the low (left) [11] and high

(right) [12] mass region. The red lines in the left plot represent the binning, chosen such that it
optimizes the statistics.

consistent with this assumption. The original analysis, performed with a mass window
for the K+K− system around the φ(1020) resonance, m(J/ψK+K−) ∈ [5350, 5380]
MeV/c2, is dominated by the B0

s → J/ψφ mode and the S-wave fraction is rather small
in comparison. Thus, only P -wave and S-wave contributions to the amplitudes are
accounted for. No D-wave contribution is considered to enter the spectrum.

Detector effects such as angular and time acceptance, as well as the time resolution,
are taken into account when performing the fit. The fitted data is background-subtracted,
being the main peaking backgrounds the decays B0 → J/ψK∗0 and Λ0

b → J/ψpK−. The
fit is performed separately for the 2 data-taking years, in 2 bins of trigger categories and
6 bins of the invariant mass of the K+K− system (shown in the left plot of fig. 1). The
efficiencies related to the angular and time acceptances, as well as the time resolution,
are modelled for each bin. The coupling between the P -wave and S-wave is computed
using 6 CSP factors [13] along the m(K+K−) bins, with values contained in the [0, 1]
range. The effective tagging power for this analysis is εD2 = 3.73±0.15%. The obtained
value for the CP -violating phase is φs = −0.058± 0.049(stat.) ± 0.006(syst.) rad, being
the angular acceptance the main source for the latter. This result is further combined
with the one obtained in the B0

s → Jψπ+π− analysis [14], resulting in a measured value
of φs = −0.010 ± 0.039 rad.

Another analysis has been peformed by LHCb for the high m(K+K−) region [12],
with a mass window m(J/ψK+K−) ∈ [5300, 5450] MeV/c2. In this region above the
φ(1020) resonance, various waves (like a D-wave f ′

2(1525) resonance, not included in the
previous measurement), contribute significantly to the decay, as can be seen in the right
plot of fig. 1. The procedure is similar to the previous one, with some differences, such as
the fact that the K+K− is modelled in this case. Also, some quantities, e.g., the tagging
power and the sWeights applied to get background-subtracted data [15], are computed
separately for m(K+K−) < 1050 MeV and m(K+K−) > 1050 MeV. The main sources
of background in this case are B̄0 → J/ψK−π+ and Λ0

b → J/ψpK−. The resulting
CP -violating phase is measured to be φs = −0.119 ± 0.107(stat.) ± 0.034(syst.) rad.
The dominant systematic source is the resonance modelling. This leads to a final φs

combination (including the two B0
s → JψK+K− analysis done with Run-1 data) of

φs = −0.025 ± 0.045(stat.) ± 0.008(syst.) rad, dominating the world average (fig. 2).
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Fig. 2. – Individual 68% confidence level contours of ATLAS, CMS, CDF, D0 and LHCb in the
(φcc̄s

s , ΔΓs), their combined contour (solid line and shaded area), as well as the SM predictions
(thick black rectangle) as performed by HFLAV [16].

3. – B0
s → (K+π−)(K−π+)

The B0
s → (K+π−)(K−π+) decay proceeds through a flavour-changing neutral cur-

rent transition (b̄ → s̄dd̄) dominated by a gluonic-penguin diagram in the SM. Its weak
phase, φdd̄

s , is expected to be close to 0 in the SM [17]. New heavy particles could enter the
loop that dominates the decay, therefore affecting the measurement. In order to improve
the precision of this analysis with respect to previous studies [18], a two-dimensional mass
window m(K±π∓) ∈ [750, 1600] MeV/c2 is considered, with contributions from 9 decay
channels, leading to a total of 19 polarization amplitudes. The differential decay rate for
this channel contains an angular dependence, parametrized using spherical harmonics,
and a mass dependence, which is described by barrier factors (using Blatt-Weisskopf
functions), phase space factors and mass propagators. The latter are taken from a com-
bination of scattering studies (phase) [19] and data (modulus) for spin-0 contributions,
while for higher-spin components a relativistic Breit-Wigner is used.

The analysis procedure [20] is similar to the B0
s → J/ψK+K− one. A first loose

event selection is applied (including mass vetoes and cuts on particle identification
variables), followed by a multivariate selection to suppress combinatorial background.
Additional background sources, such as peaking backgrounds (B0 → (K+π−)(K−π+),
B0

(s) → φ(K+π−), B0 → ρ(K+π−), Λb decays) and partially reconstructed decays are
further subtracted applying sWeights in the m(K+π−K−π+) spectrum. The detector
effect in the acceptances is also taken into consideration, being the decay time acceptance
parametrized by cubic splines. As for the decay time resolution, an analytical convolu-
tion is used with a Gaussian model, where both the width and the per-event decay time
error are linearly related. The effective tagging power is found to be εD2 = 5.16±0.17%.

The large amount of polarization amplitudes entering the fit makes it of big complex-
ity, thus largely benefitting from the usage of a new fitting framework based on GPUs [21]
in order to properly determine the observables. The fit is then performed using two sep-
arate datasets for the 2 data-taking years, further split into 2 different trigger categories.
With this, 19 polarization amplitudes are measured with the highest (for some of them
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Fig. 3. – Fit projections on the m(K±π∓) invariant mass [20].

first time) precision. The fit projections of the different contributions to the invariant
mass of the K±π∓ system are shown in fig. 3.

The longitudinal polarization is found to be relatively low, fV V
L = 0.208 ±

0.032(stat.) ± 0.046(syst.), constituting and interesting input for penguin dynamics.
Finally, the CP -violating phase is first measured for this channel, and found to be
φdd̄

s = −0.10 ± 0.13(stat.) ± 0.14(syst.) rad, consistent with both the SM prediction
and the result from the B0

s → φφ measurement [22]. The main systematic source for this
channel is related to the size of the simulation samples used for the multi-dimensional
acceptances. Therefore, it is expected to experience a significant reduction in the future.

4. – B0
s → φφ

As for the previous cases, the B0
s → φφ decay proceeds via a flavour-changing neutral

current transition (b → sss̄). As a penguin-dominated mode, its CP -violating phase is
also expected to be close to 0 in the SM [23]. This decay was first observed and updated
by the CDF Collaboration [24]. The analysis performed by the LHCb Collaboration [22]
is twofold, consisting on a decay time-dependent measurement of φsss̄, together with
a time-integrated study in order to determine the triple product asymmetries for this
decay.

Since the φ meson is close in mass to the f0(890) resonance, the amplitude of this
channel takes into consideration both vector and scalar contributions, such that A =
AV V + AV S + ASS . An angular distribution is used to determine the S-wave fraction,
while CSP factors account for the interference between the P -wave, parametrized using
a Breit-Wigner distribution, and the S-wave, described by a flat model. The S-wave
fraction is very small, hence only the P -wave fraction is included in the simulation.

The analysis is very similar to the ones described before, for a φ mass window of
50 MeV/c2 centred on the nominal φ mass, with a tagging power of ε2011D2 = 3.17 ±
0.26% and ε2012D2 = 3.04 ± 0.24%. The studied sources of peaking backgrounds are
B+ → φK+, B0

(s) → φπ+π−, found to have negligible contributions, and Λ0
b → φK−p,

B0
(s) → φK∗(892)0. The time acceptance in this case is data driven, using B0

s → D+
s

(→ K+K−π+)π− as control mode, with an upper cut of 1 ps in the D+
s lifetime to align

both samples as much as possible. The fit is done in 4 different trigger categories and
3 mass regions of the invariant masses of the kaon pairs (K+K−) to which each φ decays.
Both the decay width and the decay width difference are taken from B0

s → J/ψK+K−,
B0

s → J/ψπ+π− and implemented as Gaussian constraints. The fit projections for
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Fig. 4. – One-dimensional projections of the B0
s → φφ fit for (a) decay time, (b) helicity angle

Φ and the cosine of the helicity angles θ1 (c) and θ2 (d). The data are marked as points, while
the solid lines represent the projections of the best fit. The CP-even P -wave, the CP-odd
P -wave and S-wave components are shown by the long-dashed, short-dashed and dotted lines,
respectively [22].

the different helicity angles are shown in fig. 4. The direct CP violation parameter,
3 polarization amplitudes and the strong phases are measured, apart from φsss̄

s , which is
found to be φsss̄

s = −0.17±0.15(stat.) ±0.03(syst.) rad. The largest sources of systematic
uncertainty are the decay time and angular acceptances. This result is consistent with
the SM.

5. – Conclusions

In this document, the latest measurements from LHCb on the CP -violating phase φf
s

using data from Run-1 have been reviewed. The world’s best measurement for the B0
s →

(K+π−)(K−π+) channel has been presented, φsss̄
s = −0.17±0.15(stat.) ±0.03(syst.) rad,

together with updated results on the B0
s → J/ψK+K− (for the low and high mass

regions) and B0
s → φφ channels: φdd̄

s = −0.10±0.13(stat.) ±0.14(syst.) rad (dominating
the world average) and φcc̄s

s = −0.025 ± 0.045(stat.) ± 0.008(syst.) rad, respectively.
While all the results presented are consistent with the SM predictions, room for

NP still exists. The precision in the experimental measurements performed by LHCb is
expected to significantly improve with the data from Run-2 data and the LHCb upgrade.
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